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Abstract 
Micchelli and Rivlin (1972) obtained a quadrature formula of highest algebraic degree of precision for the 
Fourier-Chebyshev coefficients A(f),  which is based on the divided differences off '  at the zeros of the Chebyshev 
polynomial T, (x). We give here a simple approach to questions of this type, which applies to the coefficients in arbitrary 
orthogonal expansion of f As an auxiliary result we obtain a new interpolation formula nd a new representation f the 
Turhn quadrature formula. 
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I. Introduction 
Let {¢k}] be the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial T,,(x). We shall use the customary notation 
f i x1 , . . . ,  xN] for the divided difference of f at the points xl ~< -.. ~< xN. 
Micchelli and Rivlin established in I-4] (see also [6]) the remarkable quadrature rule 
f~ 1 f ,  2 f (x)  T , (x)dx ~ [41,... ~,],  A , ( / ) :=  ~ 1 x/1 - x 2 ~ ' (1) 
which is exact for all polynomials f e ~3n- 1 (7~m is the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree less 
than or equal to m). They derived this formula from a representation of the Fourier-Chebyshev 
coefficients A, ( f )  in an infinite series along the divided differences of f '  at ~ 1, ..., 4, with increasing 
multiplicities. Tudm's type extensions of (1) are also considered in [4, 5]. We found a simpler 
approach to these questions which is based on an appropriate representation of the Hermite 
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interpolating polynomial. We first demonstrate he idea on the proof of (1) and then go to the study 
of multiple node quadrature formulas for integrals with an arbitrary weight. Finally, in Section 3, 
we derive results of [4, 5] corresponding to the Chebyshev weight. 
Our proof is based on the next two observations: 
(i) Let f(x):= F'(x). Then 
n 
F [xl, ..., Xk-1, Xk, Xk, X, + I ..... X,] =f ix1  .... , X.]. 
k=l 
This should be a well-known relation (we mentioned it in [2, Exercise 1.3.2]). It can be easily 
verified. The proof of a more general property of the divided differences i  given in Lemma 1, below. 
(ii) The quadrature formula 
f l k=ln 
rt E f(~k) 
is exact for all f e n2.- 1. 
The claim is a particular case of Lemma 2. We have to show that the quadrature rule in (ii) is 
Gaussian. Note first that the Chebyshev polynomial Tn(x) is orthogonal to each Q e ~n- 1 with 
respect o the weight #*(x):-- T~(x) /x /~-  x2. This is a well-known fact (a particular case of 
a more general result due to Bernstein [1]). For the sake of completeness we shall check it directly: 
Q(x)T"(X)dx=lf 1 Q(x) Tn(X)dx=O ' TE(x) -~  =_~ ~ [T2n(X) + 1] x/1 X 2 
1 -1  - -  
since TEn is orthogonal to Q(x)Tn(x) and 7". is orthogonal to Q. Thus, the Gaussian quadrature 
formula with the weight #* has nodes at the zeros (1, -.., ~n of T,. It remains to find the coefficients 
in the Gaussian rule 
f Fl T2(x) qfl(X)x ~ k=l ~ O~2)f(~k)' 
which is an easy exercise (see the corresponding part in the proof of Lemma 2). 
Now we are ready to derive (1). Let L,_ 1 (f; x) be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial of 
f with nodes ~1,..., ¢.. We have 
f(x) = L~- l ( f ;  x) +f ie , ,  ..., ~,, x] 21-" T,(x). 
Then 
½= A,(f)= f[ l, . . .  , {n, X] 
and applying (ii), 
T 2 (x) 
, , /1  - x 2 
dx 
n 
½roAn(f) = 2 ~-" Y~ ~nnfE{,,..., {,,{t] 
k=l 
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for all polynomials f e n3n-1  (since then f [¢a , . . . ,  Cn, x] is a polynomial from n2n-1) .  Now, by 
relation (i), 
1 
An (f) - n2,_---- q f '  [~,, ..., ~n], 
which completes the proof. [] 
We shall apply this simple idea to a more general situation. In order to do this we need an 
appropriate representation of the Hermite interpolating polynomial in terms of the divided 
differences of f at a set of points x l , . . . ,  xn with increasing equal multiplicities. Such a formula is 
established in the next section. 
2. Hermite interpolation formula 
Let a ~< xl < .-. < x, <~ b be an arbitrary fixed set of points. Introduce the notation 
Dkf(x) :=f[xk,  ..., X k, X], 
where ~k means that the point ~ is repeated k times. Let L._ 1 (f; x) be the Lagrange interpolating 
polynomial for f with nodes x i , . . . , x , .  Set co(x):= (x -  X l ) . . . (x -  x,). Applying Newton's 
formula 
g(x) = L,_ , (g; x) + Oag(x)co(x) 
consecutively to f D l f  Dzf,  ..., Dr-x f, we arrive at the relation 
v--1 
f (x)  = ~, L,_ 1(Din f ;  X)com(x) + Dvf(x)ooV(X). (2) 
m=O 
Clearly the polynomial 
v--1 
Pn~- l (g; x) := ~, Ln- x (Dmf ; X)com(x) 
m=O 
is of degree nv - 1 and interpolates g at Xl,.. . ,  x, with multiplicity v. If we denote by lni(x) the 
fundamental polynomials in the Lagrange interpolation at x l , . . . ,  Xn, Pn,- 1 (g; x) can be rewritten 
in the form 
) Pn~-l(9; x):= 9[xT .... , x m, Xi]Ogm(x) l,i(X). 
i=1 k in=0 
This is the new representation f the Hermite interpolating polynomial we promised to derive. 
Integrating the both sides of (2) against any weight function #(x) we get 
f;  -lf: #(x) f (x)dx = ~" #(x)Ln- l (D, , f ;  x)oom(x)dx + R , ( f ) ,  (3) 
m=O 
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where R~(f)  is the remainder. Note that R~(f) = 0 for each polynomial f of degree nv - 1. Assume 
now that 
#(x)om(x)g(X) dx ~ Z akmg(Xk) 
k=l  
is the quadrature formula of interpolatory t pe. Then, applying it to the integrals in (3) we obtain 
the equality 
#(x)f (x)dx = ~ ak,,f[xT ... .  , x. ", XR] (4) 
m=0 k=l  
for each algebraic polynomial f of degree nv - 1. 
Clearly (4) is a Hermite-type quadrature formula using n nodes of multiplicities v.Note that (4) 
reduces to the Turin quadrature formula if 
~l ,v -1  = "'" = ~n,v-1 = 0.  
This happens if 
f [~(X)  (X) Q(X) = Q ~ ~n-  1" O) v 
1 dx 0 for each 
The quadrature formula (4) can be used to calculate the Fourier coefficients 
A, ( f ) := f [  #(x)f(x)P,(x)dx,  n = O, 1,. . . ,  
associated with any sequence of normalized orthogonal polynomials {P,}g with respect to 
arbitrary weight #(x). In order to demonstrate it, assume that 
P,(x) = fl,(x - xx).-. (x - x,) = fl, oo(x). 
Suppose that f is a polynomial from re,v- x- Then, by (4), 
v-1  n 
A. ( f )=f l ,  ~ Z akm(fCo)[XT,...,x,m, Xk]. 
m=Ok=l  
But 
(fe)) [xT, ..., x m, Xk] =f ix7  -1 , ..., X•- 1, Xk] 
as is easily seen from the Stefenson rule (see also [2, Relation (1.3.9)]). Then 
v-1  ~ m-1 
A, ( f )  = ft, 2 akmf[X"] -1 X, Xk] 
m=0 k=l  
This is the required formula for the coefficients. 
(5) 
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3. Chebyshev  weight 
Assume here that [a, b] = [ - 1, 1] and/~(x) = 1/x/~ - x 2. In this particular case the quadrature 
formulas (4) and (5) take a simpler form after certain manipulations based on the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let  F (x )  be a sufficiently smooth funct ion and f (x ) := F'(x).  Then for  each natural 
number m and X l < ... < x , ,  
~ m ~ 
m F ix1 , . .  X , ,Xk]  X~"] ., =f ix1 , . . . ,  . (6) 
k=l  
Proof. Let P be the polynomial from ~,,._ x which interpolates F at x l , . . . ,  x, with multiplicities 
vx . . . . .  v, = m. By the Newton interpolation formula, 
m m F(x )  -- P (x )  = F [X l , . . . , x , ,x ]O(x) ,  (7) 
where 
~(X)  :=  (X - -  X1)  m "'" (X - -  Xm) m. 
Differentiating (7) m times at x = Xk, we get 
F(~)(Xk) -- P(m)(Xk) = F [xT,  ... , x m, Xk] f2 (') (Xk). 
n 
m m ,~ - -  F[xl , . . . ,  x , ,  Xk] = /., F(m)(Xk) P(")(Xk) 
~=1 O(")(x,) 
Let {cij} be the coefficients in the divided difference 
n m-1  
g[xT,  . . . ,  x~, ] = Y Y c, Ja('(x,) • 
i=1  j=o  
Consider (9) for 9(x) := ~2(x)/(x - x~). Since g ~ rc.,._ 1 with a leading coefficient 1, we have 
1 = Ck, m- 1 g(m- 1)(Xk) .  
Thus 
n 
2 
k=l  
But  
( _O(x) ) ( ' - "  x=x,  - a (m)(xk)  
g(" -  l)(Xk) = \ X -- Xk m 
and therefore 
1 _ Ck, m- 1 
o(m)(Xk) m 
(8) 
(9) 
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Now, taking into account hat F(J)(Xk) -- P~J)(Xk) = 0 forj = 0, ..., m -- 1, we see that 
F")(Xk) - P'~)(Xk) ~ m-1 
m = ~ Ckj [F' (x) -- P'(x)] t~) [x=xk 
k=x t2~m~(xk) k=~ j=o 
( f _  , m.. . ,  = P)EX l ,  X m'] 
=f[xT , . . . , xn] ,  
since P'[xT,. . . ,  x~] = 0. This relation and (8) complete the proof. [] 
Lemma 2. For every f ixed even number m = 2s the zeros ~1,. . . ,  ~n of Tn(x) are the nodes and 
n4 ~ , k= l , . . . ,n ,  
are the coefficients of the Gaussian quadrature formula in [ -  1, 1] associated with the weight 
function 
Tin(x) 
 m(x) . -  
x/1 - x 2 
Proofi It is known that T,(x) is orthogonal to every polynomial Q e re,_ 1 with respect o the 
weight #2~(x) in [ -1 ,  1] (see [1]). Thus the zeros {¢k} are the nodes of the discussed Gaussian 
quadrature formula. In order to find the coefficients we shall use the relation 
1 
= + ~_ s - - j  T2jn(x), (10) (1 + T2n)' s J-1 
which can be proved by induction (see [3, Lemma 3.2]). Set 
, . Tn(x) 
Ink(X)'= (X -- ~,) T'(~k)" 
It is well known (see for example [6, Formula 1.122]) that 
f l  1 l * (x )dx  = x- fo ra l l k= l , . . . ,n .  
1 ~  n 
Assume now that m = 2s. Then using (10) and the orthogonality of T2jn to ln~, we get 
r .  , 
. ~2~) lnk (x) dx ~k 
-1  
~. f l  (12T2n) ,  l~(x) 
- 1 x /1  _ x 2 dx 
=f l  1 (2 ; )  l~(x) =---x 1 (2s ) .  
1-~ X/~ __ x 2 dx n4  s s 
The proof is completed. [] 
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Now we are ready to simplify the quadrature formulas (4) and (5) in the particular case of 
Chebyshev weight. 
Set ,(2s) 
~X s := - -  _ _  2s 4 "s s 
Theorem 3. For every n, v and every polynomial f ~ re.v_ 1, we have 
f (x)  dx ~ E f (¢ j )+ E , 2~ 2~ =-  cqf [~1 , ' " ,~ ,  ] , 
1 - -  X 2 n j= l  s= l  
A. ( f ) :=  f (x)  T , (x)dx - £ a~f' [41 ,... 4, ]. 
1 X 2 n 2s -  1 ' S=I  
(11) 
Proof. Let us find the explicit expressions for the coefficients {akin } of the quadrature formula (4) in 
this particular case. If m is an odd number then 
f 
l T2(x) 
akin = l,k ( x ) d x = O, 
- 1 2 ( " - 1 ) m ~  
because T,(x) is orthogonal to l,k with a weight T 2-1/x//1 - x 2. For even m (say m = 2s), we have 
1 _(2s, l f2s ' r t  2srt 
ak, 2s 2(, - 1)2s ~k 4ns n n 
Note here that these coefficients are equal for all k = 1, ..., n. Thus, by (4) and by Lemma 1, we get 
f l f (x)  ,/'1 - ~ d~ = ~ a~of (¢~)  + 
- 1 j= l  
=-  j + 
n 3 1 
n 3 1 .=  
which is the formula established in [4]. 
Z akmf[¢7, ..., ~7, ~,] 
m=l  k=l  
[ (v -  1)121 , ") 
2 2s~s 2 fE4~S, ... , ~2s ~k] 
s=l  k=l  
[ (v -  1)/2] } 
2 ~,s'[C .... ,C ]  , 
S=I  
Next, using again Lemmas 1 and 2, we get explicit expressions for the coefficients in (5) in case of 
Chebyshev weight. According to (5), we have 
v- -1  
l nA . ( f )=f l  . 2 akmf[{1-1  , "'" , ~7 -1,  ~k] 
m=l  k=l  
[(v- 1)/2] 7~ x-~ 
= ,6, 2 2s~,-  :. f [~ , -1 , . . . ,  C -1 ,  ~3 
s=l nk=l  
[ (v - I ) /2 ]  2s ~s~f' 2s-1  ~2s- l - ]  
= ft. E 2s Z 1 [¢1 ,.--, - ,  ~. 
S=I  
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Taking into account that ft, = 2"-1 we get (11). The proof is completed. [] 
Formula (11) was first found by Micchelli and Sharma in [5], extending a particular case due to 
Varma [7]. 
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